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Proof correcting

There seems to be some misapprellension among a certain class of
contributors as to the proper use of the proof which is sent out by
the printers. It is to give the author the opportunity to see that
his paper has been set according to the manuscript and of correcting
any misprints. It is not meant as an encouragement to the author
to sit down and re-write the whole paper. Every month the
Journal has to pay quite a siqbstantial sum for corrections, and if,
-everyone followed the procedure of re-writing his paper on-the galley
proof we could not affiord to- keep going.
May we' beg those who are good enough to submit papers for

publication to see, that when they are sent off, they are ready for the
printer ? The editors go throu,gh e;ich paper and usually correct
any obvious defects in spelling, unsplit infinitives, and deal as
faithfully as they can with other syntax pitfalls, sdch as "and which."
We do not expect a very high degree of beauty' in the prose which
is submitted to us. 'So long as the matter is- intelligible there is
really no excuse for making a mass of corrections for the sake of
English prose. We do not expect a standard such as-will be found
in the closing sentences of Newman's sermon " on- the parting of
friends" or in the English liturgy; and perhaps it is just as 'well
we don't. -

On Taking Visual FieJds
The importance of taking the fields of vision needs no emphasis

in these pages. In cases which border between neurology and
ophthalmology this is an e4sse`ntial part of the examination, and in
purely ophthalinological cases it often yields a surprising amournt
of information. Many a case of glaucoma simplex has been missed
through not taking the field. And there is little excuse for this,
for charting the peripheral -field does not take very long, especially
if one of the newer types of perimeter is- used. In the days of our
house surgeonship it was a rather more lengthy proceeding. The
hospital in which we erved used the Priestley Smith model. This
had to be found first of all and it was astonishing into what odd:
places the porters, who got the room, ready, were wont to secrete it.
After having found *the instrument a further search was necessary
to get the little bone scale which fitted on to the slot in which the
chart was inserted. Then the chart had to be cut out and inserted
in the slot, a pin found, the apparatus arranged on a table) the
patient seated in front of it and the height adjusted and a piece of
paper for the test object cut and inserted in thecarrier' We took
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many fields and the results of our labours have dojubtl(
now to the pulping machine for salvage. We would pu
in favour of the Priestley Smith model. It was and is ai
perimeter and especially handy in mapping the dividing I
of hemianopia if one clipped the test object on the arc -

from the blind to the seeing side. We have not very rn
in favour of the confrontation method,-but it is .iseful
guide for major field defects. If any such are found by t
the field should always be charted onr a perimeter. It h;
experience on more than one occasion to hear a patieni

- ,Mr. so and so did- not examine my eyes with this in
Even if the field examination' yields no assistance&to th
it sometimes impresses the patient, though perhaps this
a low standard of ophthalmological morality. It wil
useful we think to take visual fields as a routine in exar
aged persons. Their media are freqnently far from cle
may get useful help especially in doubtful cases. The e
of the central parts of the field for scotomata is not incl
this heading; it very often yields much more informa
chart of the peripheral field; but it takes time and ex
get consistently satisfactory results.

COUNCIL OF BRITISH OPHTHALMOLOG

Plan for Formation of a Faculty
of Ophthalmologists

THERE is obvious need for an authoritative and represer
to guide" ophthalmologists through the intricate and
problems which are to be settled in the near fiture, 1
their interests to the State,. and to co-ordinate their effc
in the coming re-orientation of the medical service of
the greatest good accrues to the people, while at the sar
interests of the profession are preserved. It is general
-that', although circumstances may necessitate that
gradual, fundamental principles are now being evolved
profoundly affect the medical profession arid the cor
llarge. So far as the ophthalmic services are concerned,
tive to having policies imposed by others is to establish

- tative body which will be dable to initiate and criticise p
the interests both of the profession and the commun
furthered.'-
The need for a body- of this sort became apparent

end of the last war, and on the initiative of cert;
ophthalmic surgeons a general meeting of British ophth
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